We describe the resurgence properties of some partition functions corresponding to Field theories in dimension 0. We show that these functions satisfy linear differential equations with polynomial coefficients and then use elementary stability results for holonomic functions to prove resurgence properties, enhancing previously known results on growth estimates for the formal series involved, which had been obtained through a delicate combinatorics. 7 Non-linear operations 23 8 Airy's equation and coequational resurgence. 24
Introduction
The theory of resurgent functions and alien differential calculus has been introduced in the late 70's, and then developed single-handedly by Jean Ecalle since then, in the field of singularities of dynamical systems with complex analytic data. It was a major discovery that the divergent series appearing in the formal solutions at a singular point, when expressed as expansions in a suitable variable z close to ∞, admit Borel transforms with isolated singularities which can be analyzed with operators of a new kind: the alien derivations.
Resurgent functions and alien calculus have made it possible to solve difficult problems of classification of dynamical systems and to tackle singular perturbation theory, in particular for the Schrödinger equation, which display features of resurgence with respect to . Recently alien calculus has been applied in a number of domains of Theoretical Physics: Quantum Mechanics, perturbative Quantum Field Theory, matrix models, topological strings, etc [2] .
In the present text, we focus on the integrals discussed by Rivasseau et al in [20] and [13] that correspond to scalar quantum field theories in dimension 0. That is, we consider scalar fields φ ∈ Ê and a Lagrangian
with "potential" V (φ) = λφ 2k and study the associated "partition function":
We shall consider its related moments Z 2j (λ) = Ê φ 2j e − 1 2 φ 2 −λφ 2k dφ √ 2π (j 1) and the "Free energy" W (λ) = log Z 0 (λ). Classical results, reminded in section 2 for a wider class of potentials, that is polyno-
of degree 2k with positive dominant coefficient, already allow to prove the following:
Proposition 1 For a fixed k 1, the integrals Z 2j (λ) are convergent for ℜλ 0 and define continuous functions on the half-plane S = {λ ∈ ; ℜλ 0} that are analytic in S = {λ ∈ ; ℜλ > 0}. Morevover these integrals have asymptotic expansions in S: there exists (a j n ) n 0 such that, for all N 0,
a j n λ n = 0. This is the classical definition of an asymptotic expansion, following [25] and we note Z 2j the formal series Theorem 1 For the potential V (φ) = φ 2k , k 1, the partition function Z 0 , as well as its asymptotic expansion, do satisfy the differential equation
This equation completely determines the resurgence of the partition function and consequently also the resurgence properties of the free energy log Z 0 . The parameter λ now plays the role of a variable in a linear ordinary differential equation with polynomial coefficients and we can make use of the general theory of holonomic functions to derive results for the function Z 0 (λ).
Thus, we shall see below how to obtain without any combinatorics the Gevrey-1 growth for the coefficients of the series Z 0 (λ), but also beyond that analyze the singularities of its Borel transform and reach resurgence properties.
Remark 1
The derivation of linear ODEs for some families of integrals depending on parameters is of course the topic of Picard-Fuchs theory, with its far reaching generalizations (Gauss-Manin connection); the present text implements essentially elementary techniques, focussing on the resurgence properties, for the family of integrals under consideration.
We remind in section 2 some analytic properties of partition functions in dimension 0 that will be used in section 3, devoted to the different recursive relations between the partition function and its moments so that we can give the proof of theorem 1. Sections 4 and 5 recall basic results on Borel-Laplace summation of divergent series and resurgence theory respectively. In sections 6 and 7 we perform an analysis of the equations E k with the tools of alien calculus and then investigate the resurgence properties of the free energy functions. In a last section we show how the same techniques apply to some particular cases of the Schrödinger equation and describe directions for possible future work.
Properties of partition functions: estimates
We give here some general results for the partition function for a potential V (φ) = 2k i=0 v i φ i with k 1 and v 2k > 0 and its related moments, noticing that all these functions share the same integral shape
where P is a polynomial.
Analytic properties
i=0 v i φ i with k 1 and v 2k > 0 and P ∈ Ê[φ], the integral
is convergent for any λ in the closed sector S = {λ ∈ ; ℜλ 0} and defines a function f P,V continuous onS and analytic in S = {λ ∈ ; ℜλ > 0}. Moreover, for any n ∈ AE and λ ∈ S,
Proof The proof is based on variations on Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
We can first observe that V has a minimum m on Ê so that :
and f P,V is well defined. In order to prove the continuity and the analyticity of f P,V , since f P,V = e −λm f P,V −m , we can assume without loss of generality that V is non negative on the real axis. Following [8] , chapter XIII, section 8, the map
is such that :
is continuous onS and analytic on S.
iii. For any λ ∈S, and any φ ∈ Ê
where g is integrable on Ê.
Thanks to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, it automatically ensures that f P,V is continuous onS, analytic on S with the attempted formulas for its derivatives. ✷
One can also observe that f P,V is indeed C ∞ on [0, +∞[ and its derivatives at λ = 0 are given, for n 0, by
that are linear combination of gaussian moments :
This suggests that f P,V has an asymptotic expansion when λ → 0 in S (see for example [25] , chapter III).
Asymptotics expansions
, and for ℜλ 0
For any positive integer N lim
α n λ n = 0.
We notef P,V (λ) the formal series ∞ n=0 α n λ n which is the asymptotic expansion of f P,V when λ ∈ S, λ → 0 and write
Since, for n 0,
it is a matter of fact to check that
P,V is the n-th formal derivative of the formal seriesf P,V (λ). Proof Since the asymptotic expansion of a product of functions is the product of their asymptotic expansions (see [25] ), we can assume as in the previous proof that V is non neg-
where e −λm has an obvious asympotic expansion as an entire function of λ, this last result can be obtained with the help of the Taylor formula that will be useful to achieve this proof :
For λ ∈ S, we have
and this ends the proof of theorem. ✷ For such potentials V , the asymptotic expansionf 1,V is, in physicists' terms, the perturbative expansion of the partition function f 1,V . A crucial remark for the sequel is that the asymptotic expansion of a function is unique so that, if we have functions satisfying a linear recursive equation or a linear differential equation, so do the formal series corresponding to their respective asymptotic expansions (see [25] , chapter III, for more properties on asymptotic expansions).
Governing equations for partition functions

Recursive and differential relations for the moments
i=0 v i φ i with k 1 and v 2k > 0 a given potential and its relative moments,
whose asymptotics expansions are notedZ j (λ). The key properties of these moments are the following :
The family of functions (Z j ) j 0 as well as the family of formal series (Z j ) j 0 satisfy the following relations :
We call this relations the governing equations associated to the potential V . Proof The proof is quite elementary: the first equation is a simple differentiation under the integral whereas the second one is a simple integration by part. For all j 0, we have
The uniqueness of asymptotic expansion ensures that the formal series (Z j ) j 0 have the same properties. ✷ Let us focus now on the case V (φ) = φ 2k for which these recursive relations will provide us a fundamental differential equation for the partition function.
The case
In this particular case, for any odd j, Z j ≡ 0 so that one can focus on the integrals
and the above recursive relations read :
In the above set (5) the second line can be recognized to be the Schwinger-Dyson equations written on the unnormalized even green functions with U j = Z 2j = Z 0 G 2j (e.g. see [4, 18] where those are addressed by truncation for k = 2). The first equation in (5), however, is of a kind akin to a Step-k equation as seen in [3] .
Combining both equations from (5), namely plugging the rhs of the first into the second, brings about
that leads to Theorem 4 For the potential V (φ) = φ 2k , k 1, the partition function U 0 , as well as its asymptotic expansion, do satisfy the differential equation
The proof is straightforward using (2) and (3) :
This equation (E k ) will provide all the information on the resurgence of the partition function.
Divergent series and ODEs
Singularities of linear ODEs
In the present article, we shall be concerned with linear ordinary differential equations with polynomial or rational coefficients; it is in this context that we now briefly recall some of the basic elements of the theory of irregular singularities of ODEs with analytic data.
Let us consider such a linear ODE, for a complex variable x:
Each point x 0 in the complex plane which is not a root of the leading coefficient a n (x) is regular : at such a point, Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem applies and we have a basis of the vector space of solutions of (8) composed of functions which are analytic near x 0 .
Moreover, it is the specificity of linear equations that all the local solutions can be continued along any path γ starting at x 0 that avoids the singular points of the equation -namely the roots of a n and this global property of the solutions will be of constant use later on. Singular points of these linear ODEs can be of 2 types:
-Regular-singular , around which a basis of solution will only involve analytic functions, possibly ramified at the singular point, together with logarithms, that is, when x 0 = 0, solutions:
-Irregular-singular , for which, when x 0 = 0, local solutions will concomitantly involve exponentials of so-called determining factors e q(x −ν ) (with q(u) ∈ [u]) and divergent series, that is solutions:
with a growth order of Gevrey-type for the formal series Φ i in the variable z = x −1 :
Definition 1 A formal series n 0 a n z −n ∈ [[z −1 ] ] is said to be Gevrey of order s, where s is a positive real number (Gevrey-s for short, or of level q = 1 s ) iff: ∃C, A > 0, such that ∀n 0, |a n | CA n (n!) s Formal series displaying with such factorial growth estimates have been systematically studied by Maurice Gevrey during the 1910' for PDEs. In the context of linear ODEs a number of results involving these "Gevrey series" have notably been obtained by Maillet and Perron; they are ubiquitous in solutions of linear and non linear differential equations with meromorphic data, as shown in many works since the seminal [19] , which marked a revival of the topic.
Generically, such Gevrey series that are formal solutions of an ODE at an irregularsingular point will be divergent, yet there exists a standard process to express with them analytic solutions in sectors at the singular point: Borel-Laplace summation.
Borel, Laplace and Stokes
The paradigmatic example (see [15] ) of an ODE with an irregular singularity is the socalled Euler equation, which can be given in the following form
This equation has a singularity at the origin x = 0 and we find there a unique formal series solution
This formal series is Gevrey-1 and divergent. The general formal solution of (11) is
On this simple example we indeed notice the simultaneous presence of Gevrey-1 divergence and of an exponential factor e 1
x . Equation 11 can be given in linear homogeneous form: after division by x, derivation and finally multiplication by x 2 we obtain the following linear second order ODE
and the vector space of solutions of (12) is spanned by f 0 (x) and e 1
x . As a function of the variable x close to the origin, e 1 x will have a very different behaviour according to the direction along which x −→ 0 : it will be explosive when Rx is positive, will vanish when it is negative and oscillate when x is purely imaginary.
This completely elementary observation is in fact crucial: for matters of resummation of divergent series, the situation is polarized . Polarizability is built-in the general solution of the problem and any sensible summation process will have to take care of this; thus, the consideration of sectors of opening π in the case of Gevrey-1 series is relevant precisely because of the concomitant e α x occurence of exponential factors, for solutions close to the singular point.
We are now ready to introduce the Borel-Laplace mechanism; it is convenient to change from x ∼ 0 to z ∼ ∞ Definition 2 Let f (z) = n 0 a n z −(n+1) , we define its Borel transform by
The shift by one unit in the exponents simplifies the formulas and changing the name of the variable is most useful. For the moment, we thus suppose in the definition of the Borel transform that the constant term of f (z) is null; we shall in fact see later how to enhance this transformation to more general formal series and in the applications we have in view it will always be possible to deal with series with a 0 = 0.
Thus, for the formal series solution of Euler's equation, f 0 (z) = n 0 (−1) n n!z −(n+1) , we have
On any direction d θ = e iθ Ê > in the Borel plane, except Ê < , f 0 (ζ) can be analytically continued and it decays at ∞; thus we can consider its Laplace transforms on any nonsingular direction
For any d θ = Ê < this integral yields an analytic function in a half plane {R(ze iθ ) > constant} bisected by e −iθ , which translates in an analytic function in a sector of opening π for x ∼ 0.
As both Borel and Laplace transforms are morphisms of differential algebras, on the spaces we are considering, it automatically ensures that the analytic functions obtained by this process are solutions of Euler's equation: we have performed a resummation of the divergent series f 0 (x) in sectors at the origin ( [14] ).
When we move the direction d without crossing the singular direction, the Laplace sums coincide on the overlapping sectors (by Cauchy's formula and Lebesgue dominated convergence at ∞) but it is not so when we perform the integration slightly above and slightly under the singular direction Ê < : the 2 integrals differ -this is Stokes phenomenon.
In this case, the difference can be explicitely calculated because we have a closed-form formula for f 0 (ζ), that has as single singularity ω = −1, which is a simple pole with residue equal to 1 and we get, for ε > 0,
For Euler's equation, everything is explicit but this simple case displays features which will be quite general for solutions of ODEs with analytic data: in generic cases, when expressed in a suitable variable z ∼ ∞, these seriesf (z) have Borel transformsf which are convergent and a Laplace transform of thesef , when justified, yields "sectorial sums" of thef (z).
Stokes phenomenon is precisely the fact that, on some overlapping sectors, these sums may differ.
In practice, the functionsf (ζ) have analytic continuations with isolated singularities ω and the very presence of the singularities off accounts for the divergent character of f ; the analysis of these singularities is achieved by alien calculus and Stokes phenomenon can eventually be expressed through the use of alien derivations on the formal solutions.
The Newton polygon
Newton polygons (NP for short) are pervasive for the study of singularities; in the context of singularities of linear ordinary differential equations, they were introduced by J.-P. Ramis in the seminal [19] as a crucial tool for Gevrey asymptotics. The NP of a linear ODE encodes many properties of the formal solutions of this equation; we recall now the definition and main properties of the Newton polygon for a linear differential operator with polynomial coefficients, referring to [15] , [22] for further information and proofs of the classical results we shall use.
Definition 3
We consider a linear differential equation
and we express such an operator H or order n in the following way (possibly after pre-multiplication by a suitable power of x):
We consider the set S of pairs (i, q), with 0 i n and q ∈ É such that the monomial
The NP at 0 of equation (8) is the convex hull of the set
Its boundary is the union of 2 vertical lines (corresponding to i = 0 and i = n) and a finite number of segments, with slopes q i , with 0 q 1 < q 2 . . . < q r In the same way, the NP at ∞ of equation (8) is the convex hull of the set
It is readily checked (see e.g. [15] ) that the NP at ∞ of equation (8) is the symmetric with respect to the horizontal axis of the NP at 0 of the equation which is obtained from (8) by the change of variable x −→ 1/x.
In the case of Euler's equation in homogeneous form (12), the corresponding operator is
and its NP has 3 points (0, 0), (1, 0) and (2, 1) so that we get the following picture
• and the slopes are thus 0 and 1.
We shall notably use in the present article the so-called "main theorem for Gevrey asymptotics", which can be stated in the following way:
The equation H(f ) = 0 will have a formal series solution f if and only if its NP at 0 has a slope which is horizontal. In that case, if there is no positive slope, then the formal series solution is analytic; else, if we denote by q 1 < . . . < q r the positive slopes of the Newton polygon of the equation at the origin, the degrees of the determining factors appearing in a basis of formal solutions belong to the set {q 1 , . . . , q r } Moreover, in any direction d, there is a sector S at the origin, bisected by d, such that H(f ) = 0 admits in S a fundamental system of analytic solutions and the maximal growth rate of a solution approaching the origin is of type |x| β e α |x| qr (α ∈ Ê + ).
The general algorithm that computes a basis of formal solutions is very clearly exposed in [7] and it turns out that, for the Euler equation, as well as for the equations (E k ), the algorithm simplifies drastically. For these equations we can luckily apply the following procedure.
Suppose the Newton polygon of a the differential operator
has one horizontal slope from (0, d 0 ) to (1, d 0 ) and then one positive slope q from (1, d 0 ) to (n, d 1 ) (q = d1−d0 n−1 ) then
Step 1 The equation H(f ) has exactly one-dimensional family of solutions generated by some y 0 in x β C[[x]] and the exponent β is determined by the "indicial equation"
The term of lowest degree in x in H 0 (x, u) is a polynomial P (u) of degree n, with 0 as a root.
Step 3 If this polynomial has exactly n − 1 non zero distinct roots u 1 , . . . , u n−1 , for each u i , the newton polygon of H ui has the same shape as for H and one can apply Step 1 to get a formal solution y i of H ui .
Once this procedure is finished, we obtain a basis of formal solutions:
x q y 1 (x), . . . , e u n−1
x q y n−1 (x) Note that the situation is less simple whenever the polynomial P (u) has multiple roots (see [7] ).
An exercise: the homogeneous Euler equation
For H = xθ 2 + θ − 1 (see (12)), Step 1 in the algorithm ensures that we have a nontrivial
Step 2, with slope q = 1, gives
and P (u) = u 2 − u so that we can move to Step 3 with u = 1 and H 1 = xθ 2 − θ. The algorithm ensures that there exists a formal solution to H 1 (f ) = 0, here y 1 (x) = 1 for instance. We have a basis of solution f 0 , e 1 x . As we shall see in the next section, Newton's polygons are also informative on the Borel transform of a solution and its growth at infinity. Toward a process described 5. 
Resurgent functions
Algebras of resurgent functions and resurgence
We recall now the main features of resurgent functions theory, first in an informal way; special cases shall then be introduced next, with the precise definitions for the restricted spaces of resurgent functions which are relevant in the present article.
At its core, resurgence involves analytic functions of one complex variable ζ which have isolated singular points and families of operators which "measure" these isolated singularities. There are spaces of resurgent functions of various levels of complexity, the definitions of which shall depend of the complexity of the problems they are involved in. In the present article we shall only need to consider resurgent functions of a very elementary type, introduced below.
We first consider the linear space E of germs ϕ(ζ) at the origin of which can be continued along any broken line Γ starting at 0, possibly circumventing a finite number of isolated singular points ω i met on Γ. This definition presupposes that the continuation of ϕ close to such a point ω is defined for paths going around it, following a small halfcircle on the right or on the left of the direction d and, in general, this process will entail multivaluedness.
With the convolution product ϕ * ψ(ζ) := ζ 0 ϕ(s)ψ(ζ − s)ds (for ζ close to 0 ), E is in fact an algebra (a highly non trivial fact [9, 10, 17] ); multiplication by −ζ is a derivation with respect to the convolution product and E has a structure of differential algebra, with these operations.
We shall however very soon need to consider "germs that are in fact also singular at the origin", namely functions defined in the lift of a pointed disk at the origin of on the Riemann surface of the logarithm • .
By germ at the origin of • , we shall mean in this article a function defined on the lift on • of a pointed disk D * (0, r) on . A regular germ ϕ(ζ) can be seen as the (class of the) singular germφ(ζ) = log(ζ) 2iπ ϕ(ζ)
Definition 4 Let F be the set of classes ϕ ∇ (ζ) (mod {ζ}) of germsφ(ζ) on • such that the germφ(ζ) has isolated singularities, wherê
is called a major of ϕ andφ(ζ) is called the minor of ϕ Elements of F will be called resurgent functions and will simply be denoted by ϕ when the abuse of language is innocuous.
The set F carries a natural structure of vector space but in fact it is an algebra, with a suitable definition of convolution ( [10, 17] ).
Elements ϕ of F for which a majorφ satisfies ζφ(ζ) −→ 0 when ζ −→ 0 uniformly in sectors of bounded opening and such thatφ is integrable at 0 are called integrable resurgent functions and their set will be denoted by F 0 . These resurgent functions are characterized by their minors and the convolution alluded to above boils down to the convolution of minors: we can identify such a function ϕ with its minorφ and accordingly we shall have, for any ϕ, ψ in F :
In the applications considered by the present paper, it will always be possible to work with integrable resurgent functions, possibly after some simple transformation (essentially, for formal series, premultiplication of ϕ(z) by some suitable power z n (n ∈ AE), which corresponds to performing a finite number of integrations in the Borel plane.
Generally, (see e.g. below or refer to [10, 17] ), resurgent functions which appear as Borel transforms of divergent series which are solution to some complex analytic dynamical system at a singular point will display exponential growth in directions of the Borel plane which don't contain singularities. As such, they will be amenable to the Borel-Laplace summation mechanism and we thus have, in Ecalle's terminology 3 models for a resurgent function ϕ: We have given above the definition of Borel transform for formal series without constant terms first, by: B n∈AE a n z −n−1 = n∈AE a n Γ(n + 1) ζ n and then extended it to any formal series by defining B(1) = δ.
As we have seen, the Major/Minor formalism very naturally incorporates the convolution unit by expressing δ as the class determined by the major 1 2πiζ , without making it necessary to consider spaces of distributions -and this is particularly valuable for questions of convergence of sequences of resurgent functions. Now, for the applications, it is necessary to enhance the definitions of Borel and Laplace transforms to more general classes of formal objects : indeed, even for the case of linear differential equations considered in the present work, we meet in the formal solutions expansions involving ramified (Puiseux) formal series, together with integer powers of logarithms.
A first extension consists thus in considering power functions, of any exponent; we have to define the corresponding classes ϕ ∇ ofφ = z u in such a way as to respect the properties of morphisms of differential algebras, which are absolutely crucial. In the following definition, it is necessary to make a distinction between integer and non integer exponents:
Definition 5
i. For σ ∈ , we define B(z −σ ) = ϕ ∇ with, as pair (natural major,minor):
ii. For n ∈ AE, we define B(z n ) = ϕ ∇ with, as pair (natural major,minor):
For any σ ∈ , with ℜe(σ) > 0, the Borel transform of z −σ is characterized by its minor (it is an integrable singularity) and we can safely denote in this case B(z −σ ) = ζ σ−1 Γ(σ) , using the same abuse of notations as for formal series with integer exponents. This can be extended formally to:
In expansions using Puiseux series, if we have geometrical growth estimates ( cσ Γ(σ) AB σ ; A, B > 0, for exponents σ which are multiples of a given rational number, say), then the right hand side defines a germ (on ∞ ) and the Borel transform indeed extends as a morphism of differential algebras from the space of Puiseux formal series in z −1 with the ordinary product and derivation ∂ z = d dz to the algebra of local integrable resurgent, with convolution of minors and as derivation the multiplication (of minors) by −ζ.
More generally, for any σ ∈ , with ℜe(σ) > 0 and r ∈ AE, the Borel transform of z −σ (log z) r is the integrable resurgent function characterized by its minor, which is:
Alien operators
Let us consider a resurgent function ϕ ∇ , as in the previous subsection, which is characterized by its minorφ; we will moreover suppose first thatφ is regular at the origin of (this will be the case for the applications to the equations E k below), and denote by Ω its set of singularities in . We shall also suppose that is a fixed discrete set of , which will be enough to introduce all the necessary concepts; in the applications below, Ω will in fact be finite.
For any ω in and any path γ from the origin to ω there is an operator ∆ γ ω that measures the singularity at ω of the analytic continuation along γ of any element of E:
In this formula, ϕ ω is the analytic continuation of ϕ along γ, which is defined on the lift on S of a pointed disk D(ω, r).
It is important to observe that this definition involves 2 operations: "extraction of singularity" at ω and translation to the origin. The operator ∆ γ ω associates to any given regular germ at 0 (element of E) a class of singular germs. The ∆ γ ω are linear and we will obtain endomorphisms if we enhance the following definition to the vector space F : if ϕ ∇ is an element of F , ∆ γ ω ϕ is given by the same formula above, in which ϕ ω is by definition now the analytic continuation of the minor of ϕ along γ.
Averages of some of these ∆ γ ω , with coefficients which satisfy relevant symmetry properties ([9, 10, 17]) will next yield the alien derivations (there are several families of them; we shall only need the standard one). When ω is the first singularity met in the continuation in a given direction d ("polarization"), we define: ∆ ω ϕ(ζ) := ∆ γ ω ϕ(ζ), where γ is the segment on d from the origin to ω.
When there are several singularities ω 1 , . . . , ω r−1 on d before reaching ω r = ω, we define ∆ + ω ϕ(ζ) := ∆ γ ω ϕ(ζ) where γ is a path from the origin to ω closely following d from the right.
Finally, we there are families of numbers A (ω1,...,ωr) such that the operators defined by
where (ω 1 , . . . , ω r ) = ω 1 + . . . + ω r are indeed derivations of the algebra F . The symmetry property for the A (ω1,...,ωr) which will ensure that the associated ∆ ω will satisfy Leibniz rule is called alternelity but we won't need to go into these considerations in the present text because we shall only consider the simplest of these families is given by A (ω1,...,ωr) = (−1) r−1 r , which yields the so-called standard alien derivations.
When the resurgent functions have corresponding expressionsφ(z) "in the formal model" (it is e.g. the case for majors of the type ζ σ (log ζ) k , as we have seen above, then pullbacks by B −1 then gives alien operators acting on the formal objectsφ(z), for which we keep the same notation ∆ ω .
Finally, we introduce the exponential-carrying alien operators ∆ ω (denoted in bold, or also as pointed alien derivations in earlier texts) by the following expression in the formal model
These ∆ ω act on formal expressions involving not only resurgent functions but also exponentials e −ωz ; there is a thorough theory of these so-called transseries but in the present work we shall only cope with finite sums of terms e −ωzψ (z), typically involving a basis of the finite dimensional vector spaces of the solutions of the linear ODEs we are dealing with. The ∆ ω commute with ∂ = ∂ ∂z , which makes them particularly convenient in formal calculations, as we shall see in practice below. These properties are in fact true for holonomic functions of several variables and rely on the characterization of holonomy mentioned above (for algorithmic aspects see e. g. [21] ). In particular, if f (x) is holonomic, then, for any rational number r, g(x) := f (x r ) is holonomic and this simple result will be crucial for questions of resurgence in our context. 
Resurgence for holonomic functions with one critical time
As a consequence, it is resurgent with a finite number of singularities, by applying to the Borel plane the global theory of linear ODEs (for these matters, see also [1] ).
Thus, from equation (E 2 ) expressed in the variable x, we obtain successively
The last equation is singular at 0 and − 1 16 and this entails thatf can only have a singularity at − 1 16 . ✷ . Then g is holonomic and the Newton polygon at 0 of the differential equation U (g) = 0, with U ∈ [x](d/dx) obtained from H(f ) = 0 by the action of ramification x −→ x 1 q has a single slope, equal to one. The series g is Gevrey-1 and its Borel transform is holonomic, by the previous proposition (val(g) > 1). Moreover, the NP of the Borel transform of U has a single slope equal to one at ∞ ( [15] ), which entails thatĝ(ζ) has at most exponential growth of order 1 at ∞ and thusĝ is Laplace-summable in every non singular direction d (d ∩ S = ∅, where S designates the finite set of singularities ofĝ).
By reverting to the original variable, we get sectorial solutions on sectors of opening π/q for f (x). ✷ All the formal series considered in the present text will satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem and we shall see how the singularities of their Borel transforms can be analyzed by the action of alien operators introduced in the previous subsection, eventually providing a control of Stokes phenomenon for the sectorial sums of the series.
The algebra of resurgent functions which we need for the present article is simply the algebra R h of holonomic functions f : for any q ∈ É > , the function g(x) := f x 1 q has a Borel transform which is characterized by its minor, which has isolated singularities and g is thus resurgent and amenable to alien calculus.
6 Resurgent study of the family (E k )
The first equation
All the equations in the family (E k ) k 2 will be tractable by the same techniques, yet it is worthwhile to start by an exhaustive study of E 2 because the resurgence properties will be accessible in a straightforward way.
For k = 2, we have thus obtained above the following linear ODE, with ∂ λ = d dλ :
For any given a 0 this equation has a unique solution in [[λ] ], namely f (λ) = i 0 a i λ i , with
This recurrence relation immediately entails (for any a 0 = 0) the exact Gevrey-1 rate of growth for the coefficients a n , with: |a n | ∼ 16 n n!|a 0 | From this estimate, we can already deduce that a n λ n is indeed divergent; it has z = 1 λ as critical time and the distance to the origin of the closest singularity in the Borel plane of B Z 0 is 1 16 but considerations on the Newton's polygon and theBorel transform of equation (E 2 ) will easily yield a more precise results.
If x = λ and θ = x d dx the operator associated to (E 2 ) is,
that corresponds to the following Newton's polygon:
The algorithm in section 4.3 applies here :
Step 1 The indicial equation gives β = 0: (E 2 ) as a nontrivial formal solution in [[x]], for example Z 0 (x).
Step 2 The unique positive slope is q = 1 and
Step 3 We can complete the basis of formal solutions by e 1 16x Z 1 where Z 1 cancels out the operator:
For this later equation, we can also find an explicit series as a solution: Z 1 = i 0 b i λ i with the following recurrence relation:
and of course the same growth estimates for the b i as for the a i .
We have seen above (see equation (14) ) that the Borel transform of (E 2 ) can be written in the following form:
By the general properties of the Borel transform, we have that Z 0 (ζ) cancels out the corresponding operator (up to a left multiplication by ζ)
that has no singular point at ζ = 0: its solutions are analytically continuable in ζ with as only singularity the point ω = − 1 16 . As in section 4.4, the Newton polygon of H 2 at ∞ has only a zero slope which entails that Z 0 (ζ) has at most a polynomial growth at ∞, along any direction but the real negative one. As a consequence, Z 0 is 1-summable in every direction except Ê <0 and there is only one alien derivation that can act non trivially on it, namely ∆ . For the solution corresponding to H 2, 1 16 , one can check that this is the same NP as for H 2 and that the Borel transform corresponds to the equation
and we obtain that Z 1 is resurgent with a single singularity at ω = 1/16 and exponential growth at infinity.
The general solution Φ(λ) of (E 2 ) is thus:
We already know that the only alien derivations ∆ ω which act non trivially on Z 0 (λ) and Z 1 (λ) are respectively ∆ u and ∆ −u , with u = − 1 16 but a key remark is that we can also deduce that from the shape of the general solution above.
Indeed, for any ω ∈ , we have:
is also a solution of (E 2 ), because e − ω λ ∆ ω commutes with ∂ λ and vanishes on the polynomial coefficients of the equation.
Thus, there exist 2 complex constants c and d such that:
and this entails that the only alien derivations which can act non trivially correspond to the 2 following indices:
This is an illustration, in an elementary situation, of the power of alien calculus: once we know that the series we are dealing with are resurgent, we can easily get highly non trivial relations just by taking into account formal rules and relations of homogeneity when applying alien derivations to them.
The previous 2 resurgence relations can be expressed in the following more compact form:
We see here that alien derivations act on the formal integral (the general solution of E 2 ) as ordinary differential operators. We thus have a bridge between alien and ordinary calculus and (16) is an elementary instance of the bridge equation, which is a very general fact: for all the known cases of analysis of irregular singularities of functional (differential, difference, etc) with the apparatus of resurgence and alien calculus, some form of the bridge equation, depending upon the class of equation under study, can be explicited and this fact has numerous important consequences.
Remark 2
The partition function for k = 2 is of course to be found in many articles and textbooks, for various illustrative purposes. Notably, a very thorough resurgent study of it is thus done in section 2 of [2] -with a slightly different normalization; as shown in this reference, E 2 belongs to the hypergeometric family (it is a modified Bessel eq.) and so does its Borel transform, which gives access to exact values of the coefficients A ω .
It is however more important in the present work, rather than relying on properties of the hypergeometric family to stress the efficiency of the general formal arguments used above, which will work in a similar way for higher dimensional equations and also in non linear situations, where as a rule no exact values will exist for the coefficients of the bridge equation.
Formal results
We start by the Newton polygon at 0 of equation (E k ) that corresponds to the operator
It has one horizontal slope, of length one, and only one non-zero slope, of value m = 1 k−1 Accordingly, (E k ) has one formal series solution Z 0 (λ) with a constant coefficient equal to 1 (the indicial equation gives β = 0, which is Gevrey-1 with respect to the variable z k = 1 λ m , as a consequence of the propositions above. This unique slope suggests to study the equation in the variable x = λ m (λ = x k−1 ) and since
we will focus on the operator in the variable x:
(2kmθ x + 2j + 1)
whose Newton's polygon is:
In order to compute the operator e −u/x H k e u/x let us introduce some notations and combinatorial coefficients. We first note, for k ≥ 1,
a k,i X i and the reader can easily check that for any k, a k,k = 1 and a k,k−1 = k 2 . Second, let us define the Exponential (or Touchard) polynomials recursively by T 0 (X) = 1 and, for n ≥ 1,
the polynomial T n is of degree n and, if n ≥ 1 its coefficients are the stirling numbers of second kind (see for instance [5] ):
T n (X) = n k=1 s n,k X k for which we can notice that s n,n = 1 and s n,n−1 = n(n−1)
2
. These polynomials will appear naturally in the sequel since:
We perform now the change of unknown function f (x) = e u/x g(x), and use the previous coefficients:
For a "generic" value of u, the operator H k,u has the following Newton polygon:
and we can specify three coefficients in the operator:
that has only simple roots and for each of its roots, the point (−k, k) disappears.
• The coefficient of
so that, whenever P k (u) vanishes, Q k (u) does not: for each root of P k (u), the operator H k,u has the same NP as H k so there exists a Gevrey 1 series (up to a factor x β ) the cancels out this operator.
. This means that, for a root of P k (u) the indicial equation (that corresponds to the coefficient of lowest degree in H k,u .x β ) is simply βQ k (u) = 0 thus β = 0.
We can now state the following:
The equation E k , in the variable x = λ m has as general solution:
where:
. . , u k−1 are the k roots of the polynomial
3. The formal series Φ i (x) are Gevrey of order 1.
4.
The formal series Z 0 (λ) is proportionnal to Φ 0 (λ m ) and thus Gevrey of order s = 1 m = k − 1
Resurgence and the bridge equation
The results concerning the general formal solutions of equation E k , together with the general properties of resurgence for holonomic functions at an irregular singularity with one-level enable us to state the following:
Proposition 6 With the notations of the last proposition, the formal series Φ i (x) are resurgent functions for the critical time z = 1 x ; each has a finite number of singularities in the Borel plane, which are regular-singular.
Moreover, the only alien derivations which may act non trivially on Φ are the z ∆ ui−uj where 0 i, j k − 1 and i = j and we have:
which can be summarized in the following bridge equation
is holonomic and Gevrey-1 by the formal constructions above and we have seen that Φ i (x) has a single critical time z = 1 x . Accordingly, the Borel transform of Φ i (x) with respect to the critical time z = 1
x is holonomic and as such it is resurgent, with a finite number of singularities which belong to the set of singular points of the differential equation in the Borel plane, and exponential growth of order 1 at ∞.
The formal integral Φ(λ) is thus resurgent with respect to the single critical time z. It is then licit to apply to it the operators z ∆ ω and the same formal argument used for (E 2 ) works:
for any ω ∈ and any i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, ∆ ω ( Φ i (x)) is a solution of (E k ) and this
Finally, the resurgence relations entail that all the singularities of the functions Φ i are logarithmic and thus of the regular-singular type. ✷ At this stage, we have access to all the information for Φ 0 (x) and all the Φ j (x), through the coefficients of the bridge equation: we have a control on the Stokes phenomenon for these functions, which for example can be crucial for questions of real resummation [16] , [11] .
Let us finally remark that, in the present case, the location of the singularities could have been directly deduced from the Borel transfom of the operator H k,u l .
Non-linear operations
Let us recall the following general result, for resurgent functions ( [9] , [10] ):
and χ an analytic function at the origin; then χ • ϕ is resurgent. Moreover, for any ω ∈ *
Remark 3 This proposition is a particular case of a much more general result on composition of resurgent functions, possibly involving in particular Puiseux seriesφ(z). We shall only need the present version and refer to the foundational papers by Ecalle for a treatment involving a systematic use of majors, for resurgent functions which are non necessarily integrable.
, we can thus state that the free energy W (λ) = log( Z 0 (λ)) is a resurgent function.
W will have an infinite number of singularities in the Borel plane, yet only a finite number of alien derivations which will act non trivially on it : the same ones as for Z 0 (λ). There is no contradiction here, the singularities of the Borel transform of Z 0 (λ) are in various sheets of the its Riemann surface and they can be reached by compositions of alien derivations, which give access to all the sheets of the Riemann surface ofŴ (λ).
For k = 2, G(λ) := W ′ (λ) is solution of a Riccati equation, as it is well known; there are only 2 acting alien derivations ∆ ±u with u = −1/16 and the singularities of the Borel transform of G are on 1
16
: there is an infinite number of singularities but their set is discrete.
For k > 2, the situation is not as simple : the function W (λ) has an infinity of singularities which might project on a dense subset in the Borel plane. The subtle point, however, is that it does not preventŴ from being resurgent: in the first sheet (the star of holomorphy), standard results (see [17] , section 5.13) indeed ensure that it has a finite set of singular directions, with isolated singularities on these directions and exponential growth at infinity on the non-singular ones. The other singularities are in the other sheets and accessible by composition of alien derivations: ∆ ωr . . . ∆ ω1 and ultimately, the highly ramified structure of the Riemann surface S ofŴ and the behaviour of W when reaching its singularities on S is totally encoded by the resurgent structure of the partition function which is as we have seen above quite explicit. It is in such a non-linear context that the alien derivations show all their efficiency, to explore the surface S and describe the singularities on all its sheets, which eventually govern the analytic properties of the function W .
8 Airy's equation and coequational resurgence.
The stationary Schrödinger equation in one dimension, with a polynomial potential is: the latter equations being obtained by integration by parts, with the convention jZ j−1 = 0 for j = 0 so that λZ 2 = qZ 0 . Combining the previous equations, with θ λ = λ∂ λ ∀j 0, (3θ λ + j + 1)Z j = 3λZ ′ j + (j + 1)Z j = −λZ j+3 + (j + 1)Z j = −qZ j+1 (24) so that we get once again a governing equation for Z 0 :
(3θ λ + 2)(3θ λ + 1)Z 0 = −q(3θ λ + 2)Z 1 = q 2 Z 2 = q 3 λ Z 0 .
As a function of the parameter λ = 2 , the solutions of Airy's equation satisfy a differential equation for which the previous machinery works. From the formal point of view, assuming that q = 0, we get the following Newton polygon:
This suggests the change of variable x = λ 1/2 (that is x = ) so that the function f (x) = Z 0 (x 2 ) satisfies the equation
since θ λ = 1 2 θ x . We multiply by 4 and observe that now, the NP of the equation
has a unique slope equal to 1. We don't get immediately formal solutions but we perform the change of unknown function f (x) = e u/x g(x) so that
x 2 g(x) = 0 (28) that also reads
For u = u ± = ± 2 3 q 3/2 the NP is: 
where h + , h − are formal Gevrey 1 series that are solutions of the equations:
If D x = x 2 ∂ x , θ x = x −1 D x so that equation also read:
The Borel transform of this equation is
The general theory of linear differential equations, together with the NP at ζ = 0 ensures that the Borel transform of the series h ± are analytic with ζ = 2u ± as unique singularity. The NP at ζ = ∞ also ensures that, in any direction avoiding u ± , the Borel transform has a polynomial growth. As in the previous sections, the location of the singularities could also be deduced from the associated bridge equation. In fact, for this equation, the 2 variables z and x are directly coupled and the resurgence in x is thus also a consequence of the "equational resurgence" in the dynamical variable q, through a rescaling; the challenge consists in the existence of x -dependent integrals for other polynomial potentials, in order to apply the techniques developed in the present paper.
